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**Ruth’ To Begin Run**

*One of the scenes from “Dear Ruth,” showing the casting mix-up of the Miller play.* From left: Jeanne McGecc, John L. Abell, and Larry Sells.

**Gamblers Set For Friday**

When the Kefaver Crime Commission pulled out of Toledo and Detroit, several weeks ago they overlooked, in their thorough investigation of activities, the “Club” Bill, which is coming out from the underground for a 1-night stand in the Next, Friday, March 11.

The “Club” opens at 8 p.m. and will remain operating until 12 A.M. Admissions will be by junior class cards only. Cards will be on sale at the door for 25 cents.

Last year, the “Club” closed down after a raid by Police Chief William John Sabin. Since that time the junior class-sponsored enterprise has been giving its time waiting for the opportunity to reopen.

Couples will receive $500 in cash for gambling on the piano table, roulette wheels, and dice. Anyone caught will be blanketed across the bar and then thrown across the prison wall. At the end of the evening, the best-known place across the bar will be displayed.

**Affirmative Teams**

Losin In Debate

Only one affirmative team remained undefeated in the preliminary round of the national intramural debate season as the teams went into a third evening of competition last night. Five negative teams were defeated at that time.

Delta Tau Delta’s affirmative team had two wins to its credit as did the negative teams of Sigma Pi, Epsilon Sigma, Sigma Kappa, Xi Sigma, and Alpha Tau Omega.

Not all teams are as unlucky as the others, but these teams have been defeated in one or two events.

Last night was the final pro- gram of eliminations of the 6-week training period. The 6-week period was under the leadership of William E. Dule of Bowling Green.
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A Phi O Loan...

While it is not normal News policy to pry into the affairs of a student organization, we would like to offer advice to Alpha Phi Omega concerning their Loan and Scholarship Fund. It is the opinion of this newspaper that APO needs to change its methods in order to achieve "good standing in the University." By that, it means anyone not on probation.

If this motion is passed by the student group, the loan fund will be a good profit and worthy of support. If it is not, the local will become another source of loans to those not on the "correct" group.

Support for a program will be needed in order to change the grade required to "good standing in the University." By that, it means anyone not on probation.

A Phi O has the opportunity to give it one, and should not neglect it. APhiO has the opportunity to give it one, and should not neglect it.

The lowest cost in travel. You'll find it at
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Sid Glances

By W. DUANE ZUMBRUNN

"Rumor Mill" Saturday night proved to be quite luminous. Each of the candidates for "queen" was crowned. Noteworthy are the representations of the year in style of the year. The excitement generated by the planning, the energy lacking, was the customary dress type of the candidates.

SCHOOL BULLETIN

The Key is basketball came to an end today when the yearbook staff...
Folks Got For Senior Division

By ERNIE JACKSON

Beating its nearest competitor, Oberlin, by 29 points, Bowling Green's swim team amassed a total of 76 over the weekend. The championship meet held here over the weekend was the senior division for the honors which concluded Coach Cooper as a finale.

Pictured above are Falcons Don Kepler and Gary Shearer, both of whom broke records in the CCC swim meet here last weekend. Kepler, a sophomore, broke the BG pool and varsity mark as well as setting a new conference mark in the 100-yd. freestyle with a time of 51.8. Shearer broke the BG varsity mark in the 440-yd. freestyle with a time of 4:26.3.

Baseball Team Faces Tough Schedule, Says Coach Stoller

By CHUCK HORNADAY

Following last Tuesday's initial get together of this year's baseball team, Warren Stoller, coach of the Falcons' club, said that this season's team faces a tougher schedule than in previous years.

Coach Stoller, returning his twenty-sixth year as coach of the BG nine, commented that this year's club has 12 returning lettermen, nine, commented that this year's pitching staff. Gordie Williams, Bill Stough, and Bob Lyver have all returned from last year's squad, have been getting

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 15...THE LONG-WATTLED UMBRELLA BIRD

"They must think I don't have enough sense to get out of the rain!"

I made L. W. madder than a wet hen when they asked me to judge cigarette mildness by taking one puff, one huff, one whiff or any other cigarette!
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In Los Angeles, California, a fourhour gathering spot of students at the University of California at Los Angeles is the Student Co-op because it is a pleasant place of friendly university atmosphere. And when the gang gathers around, ice-cold Coca-Cola goes the call. For here, in colleges, beauty's best—Coke belongs.

ATQ Still Leads

Frat Bowling

High scoring Alpha Tau Omega continued to lead the freshman bowling league with 61 victories and 14 losses while the Big Ten bowlers came in a distant second with 56-21 mark.

Frosh Eligibility To Aid Thildeans

Coach Dave Matthews' chance of a successful outdoor track season were given a big lift last week when men will be eligible for varsity when it was announced that freshman eligibility rules will be altered this year. "Although we have a fairly large squad of 72 working out now, the freshman ruling should strengthen our team and should bring us some quality men," said Matthews.

Frosh eligibility will be held by Captain Bill Arnold, who noted that among the frosh men who will be eligible this year are: John Johnson, Frank Kilkens, Lee Patzer, Tom Stierl, Charles Medloh, and Frank Krzyzak. This year's novices, who will be impressive on the frosh squad last year, are: Steve Mahoney, Marv Cramer, and Larry Hall.

The freshmen ruling probably won't be wanted by the Falcon Cinderella's as there are presently several impressive frosh working out with the squad. Jim Eckert, freshmen, took second place in the vault in the high school track meet last year. Dave Moran probably holds the record of the frosh cross country records.

Frosh eligibility to aid the thildeans...
Planning Easter Outfits? These Hints May Help
By CAROL SUTFIT
The material is the thing in the spring and summer fashions for this year, according to current fashion magazines. As always, cotton is the favorite for school and work, but it has been combined with other fabrics for glamour and durability.

Satin striped cotton is popular, as are stripes. A narrow, bright stripe of the satin is woven in with the cotton to add a dressy note. Cotton satin material has the light weight and coolness of cotton, but keeps the sheen of the satin.

Though the winterfume fad is carrying over into summer this year, cotton and flax woven together give the sweet effect; silk has the added advantages of being sheer and gathering easily.

For a material that will look like all day, crinkly-satin rayon is the answer. It will last through a long sticky day in class or at work and still look fresh for evening.

Suits, too, are appearing in these new fashions. The crinkly-satin rayon is especially popular for suits, which this year are in a variety of styles. For the college girl the 4-piece suit ensemble is a practical summer outfit. It consists of a suit, a blouse, a skirt and a scarf. The advantage is the crinkled effect, topcoat, and possibly another skirt of a contrasting color. In reverse the winterfume or the silk blend is an old effect.

The accessories to accent these new materials are also in cotton, or new fabrics. For the suit, a short, high buttoned, new light dress suit jacket is a perfect complement.

Lined in the fashion is an increase in this spring. It comes in many colors, very solid, in pinks, greens, and burnt oranges, with black patent leather trim.

Architecture Display Opens

CAROLINE HURLBUT (left) and Helen Gluck were among the students who were present Friday to view the new architectural exhibit now on display in the Gallery of the Fine Arts Building.
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Swooning Rows

Elections, Pledge Parties Take Social Spotlight

By ANGIE PALERNO

With the scene suddenly changing from rush parties to pledge parties, sororities are introducing their pledges to the campus, while election of officials is still on the business agenda.

Phyllis Roberts headed the entertainment when the Theta Phi's gave a party for their pledges after 11:30 O'clock meeting, March. 4. Coons and deans were served for this early morning breakfast.

Kappa Delta pledged furnished entertainment for the actives with monologues, dancing, and tumbling acts at the Kay Dee's sandwhich fest early Sunday morning, March. 4, given for the new pledges.

The faculty and the three members of the Kappa Delta fraternity were invited to attend Delta Gamma's tea on Sun. day, March 4, in honor of their pledges.

Chi Omega also entertained their pledges with a party and refreshments. WARREN, Saturday, March 3.
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With the scene suddenly changing from rush parties to pledge parties, sororities are introducing their pledges to the campus, while election of officials is still on the business agenda.

Planning Easter Outfits?

John Donaldson, Rita Bozak, LaPorte, and Ak-I'man, were among the lucky girls who were among the students who were present Friday to view the new architectural exhibit now on display in the Gallery of the Fine Arts Building.

There's no reason why the term papers shouldn't be as interesting as the eating plans! Why not try the best in school necessities such as theme covers, paper jackets, wallets, ring books, pens, pencils, paper, fasteners, art and drawing pads, poster boards, pastels, tempera paints, inks, etc.
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